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spei� properties. First, a query is just a onjuntion of atoms and di�erentqueries an have the same atoms at the start of the onjuntion, i.e. they anhave a ommon pre�x. Next, during the data mining proess valid queries arere�ned, i.e. some atoms are added at the end of the query. In both ases, itwould be useful that ommon parts are only exeuted one. Current Prologsystems have no diret support for this, while tabling is no real solution.ilProlog is a Prolog system that was reently developed purposefully toprovide speial support for optimisations and for requirements to ILP systems,in partiular the validation of hypotheses. ilProlog is WAM-based andurrently uses the XSB [14℄ ompiler for the generation of the abstrat mahineode and a reader implemented by Koen De Bosshere [5℄. The kernel iswritten in C using state of the art tehnology: its roots are in [8℄. In orderto improve the evaluation of a set of queries, we group them together in aso-alled query pak, whih is similar to a Prolog disjuntion but its exeutionis tuned towards ILP as mentioned in Setion 2. In [7℄ an extension to WAMsupporting the exeution of query paks is explained in detail. [3℄ reports howilProlog has been used by the ILP systems Tilde [2℄ and Warmr [6℄ andhow they bene�t from the query pak support. Experimental results show thatthe evaluation of a set of queries speeds up by a fator of 20 when query paksare used. However, when query paks are used, they must be generated andompiled and this redues the eÆieny gain. During experiments for [3℄ weobserved that it sometimes takes more time to ompile the query paks thanto exeute them. In some ases this meant a speed loss instead of a speedup.While, with the new ompiler desribed here, we have a net eÆieny gain ofa fator 4, whih is onsiderable.Having identi�ed the ompilation of query paks as a bottlenek in oursystem, we reonsidered the ompilation of (large) disjuntions as this oversalso the issues for query paks. The relation between query paks and dis-juntions is explained in more detail in Setion 2. Setion 3.1 disusses thegeneral issues of ompiling a disjuntion, while setion 3.2 desribes the spe-i� problems arising when ompiling large disjuntions. Setion 4 desribesthe new ompiler whih solves the problems. Setion 5 revisits reahability,information needed during garbage olletion, in the ontext of paks beauseour implementation does not respet the order of branhes. Finally, Setion 6disusses the inremental ompilation of paks.2 Query Paks and DisjuntionsAs mentioned above ILP systems usually generate a large amount of queries.These systems want to know for eah of these queries whether it fails orsueeds. Almost always these queries have ommon pre�xes. Exeuting thesequeries as query paks [3℄ is a tehnique that ombines these queries, suh that2



ommon pre�xes are exeuted only one. Syntatially, query paks are similarto Prolog disjuntions. When grouping two queries with a ommon pre�x, thequery pak onsists of the ommon pre�x followed by a disjuntion with twobranhes, where eah branh orresponds to the part where the queries di�er.Generalisation for grouping more queries is straightforward when disjuntionsare also nested. In the following example the queries q1, q2, q3 and q4 aregrouped as qd.q1 :- a,b,,d.q2 :- a,b,e,f.q3 :- a,b,e,g,h.q4 :- a,b,i.qd :- a,b, ( ,d ; e, ( f ; g, h) ; i).Using disjuntions avoids reomputation of ommon pre�xes suh as a,band a,b,e in the previous example. In the ontext of ILP we an go further:for eah original query, we only want to know whether it sueeds or not 1 .Due to baktraking, normal Prolog exeution detets all suesses. Using uts(or some of its speial variants) does not help as it ould prevent baktrakinginto branhes that have not yet sueeded. Therefore, a dediated exeutionfor suh disjuntions, then alled query paks, is needed. The basi idea is thatas soon as a branh sueeds, it will no longer be onsidered on baktraking.Suppose that in the above example the ,d branh (orresponding to thequery a,b,,d) sueeds, but the alls to e and i fail and that we baktrakto b. Now, it is as if the ,d branh is not there any longer and only the otheralternatives have to be tried. The paper [7℄ desribes possible implementationsand shows that an extension of the WAM leads to better results than a meta-interpreter or a soure-to-soure transformation. This has been on�rmed bythe experiments for [3℄ where also the need of a good query pak ompiler wasobserved. Note that the WAM implementation possibly hanges the order inwhih the remaining branhes are onsidered. For the example above, it mightbe the ase that after baktraking to b the branh with i is onsidered beforethe originally seond one.In order to get a better idea of for example typial Tilde query paks,we report the following properties for a set of query paks taken from theexperiment on the Mutagenesis data set [12,3℄:� Nbq is the number of queries in a pak.� Nbv is the number of variables in a pak (as omputed by numbervars).� MaxL(F) with MaxL the maximum length of the queries (i.e. the maximumnumber of atoms in the queries of the pak) and F the fration of the queries1 we are not interested in answer substitutions, neither in multiple suesses.3



Pak Nbq Nbv MaxL(F) MinL(F) Nbd MaxBr(F) MinBr(F) Br(F)pak1 46 141 3(100) 3(100) 1 46(100) 46(100) 46(100)pak2 432 818 6(64) 4(11) 8 57(12) 48(12) 56(50)pak4 3616 6306 9(80) 7(2) 64 59 (5) 57(56) 57(56)pak6 12616 21546 12(86) 10(0.6) 216 76(0.5) 59(69) 59(69)pak7 1498 2667 7(74) 5(3) 27 58(7) 52(4) 57(44)pak8 16744 28905 10(78) 7(0.3) 295 60(1) 57(39) 58(46)pak9 39706 68024 11(82) 8(0.1) 689 66(0.1) 58(49) 58(48)Table 1Some properties of typial query paks.that do have the maximum length.� MinL(F) with MinL the minimum length of the queries in the pak and Fthe fration of the queries that do have the minimum length.� Nbd is the number of disjuntions in a query pak (where e.g. (a;b;;d) isounted as one disjuntion with a branhing fator of four or having fourbranhes).� MaxBr(F) is the maximum number of branhes MaxBr in the disjuntions,with F the fration of the queries that have the maximum branhing fator.� MinBr(F) is the minimum number of branhes in the disjuntions with Fthe orresponding fration.� Br(F) is the branhing fator Br that orresponds to the largest fration(F) of disjuntions.3 Compiling disjuntions3.1 General issues in ompiling a disjuntionStandard WAM does not presribe how to ompile lauses ontaining an ex-pliit disjuntion - the ; ontrol onstrut. E.g. [1℄ does not mention suhdisjuntions at all. As a onsequene, Prolog implementations based on WAMhave designed their own partiular way of dealing with the disjuntion. Oneapproah is to introdue a new prediate for the disjuntion and soure-transform the disjuntion away into a sequene of lauses, as exempli�ed inthe following:a :- b, ( ; d), e.is transformed to:a :- b, newpred, e. 4



newpred :- .newpred :- d.This approah simpli�es in many ways the rest of the implementation- seelater, but also has its pitfalls: when the branhes of the disjuntion ontaina ut (!/0), the new prediate must ontain an anestor ut, whih meansthat the transformed program is no longer ISO-ompliant. Also, if the goalsa,b,,d and e ontain variables, one would like to give the newpred as fewarguments as possible: this poses a omplexity issue and is one of the reasonswhy in our setting, this is not an optimal hoie. Next problem is that thehoie point reated for newpred, ontains most often more slots than thehoie point reated for an inlined ompilation of the disjuntion (see later).Finally, the transformation in the above example leads to the reation (atruntime) of 2 environment frames instead of one, whih is a time and spaeloss.The other solution to ompiling a disjuntion is to inline it: this is done forinstane in systems like XSB [14℄ and Yap [15℄. Sine ilProlog is urrentlybased on the XSB ompiler, we have inherited the approah. For a lause likeExample 3.1a :- b, ( ; d), e.The following ode is generated:alloate 2all b/0trymeorelse 3all /0jump 4label 3trustmeorelsefailall d/0label 4deallex e/0This approah doesn't su�er from problems with larger hoie points, moreenvironments or with uts, but is triky: optimal lassi�ation of variables intemporary and permanent is not obvious, the notion of the �rst ourrene ofa (permanent) variable needs to be re-investigated (shown in an example later)and even the permanent variable numbering (assignment to an environmentslot) is no longer obvious.� Example 3.2a :- (b(X) ; (X)). % X an be voida :- (b(X) ; (X,X)). % X an be temporary� Example 3.3 5



a :- (b(X), (X) ; d(Y), e(Y)).an be rewritten to:a :- (b(X), (X) ; d(X), e(X)).showing that X and Y (of the original lause) share the same slot.� Example 3.4a :- (b(X) ; ), d(X).The ourrene of X in d(X) is not a �rst ourrene, even though followingthe seond branh of the disjuntion, it wasn't initialised - meaning theompiler must emit ode that initialises X in the seond branh.Implementations have not always gotten this right: SICStus Prolog [13℄does not give the singleton warning for Example 3.2 and XSB used to hokeon Example 3.4. Neither Yap nor XSB make X and Y share the same slot inExample 3.3. Some of the problems ompiling disjuntion inlined disappearif the branhes don't meet at the right. That's probably why M-Prolog usedto restrit the usage of disjuntion to non-meeting branhes.Another problem with inlined disjuntion is related to preise garbageolletion: systems like Yap and ilProlog put at eah ontinuation pointin the ode the information whih permanent variables are live at that point.This is similar to having pointer maps as desribed in [4℄. So, the atual odefor Example 3.1 isalloate 2all a/0ative yvar 0trymeorelse 3ative yvar 0all b/0ative yvar 0jump 4label 3trustmeorelsefailall /0ative yvar 0label 4deallex d/0where the pseudo-instrution ative yvar has as arguments some desrip-tion 2 of whih permanent variables are ative at that (ontinuation) point.If the (re)trymeorelse instrution makes sure that the ontinuation pointersaved in its hoiepoint points to the ative yvar instrution following thetrymeorelse, one an have a uniform view - during marking - of reahability.2 might be through a table. 6



Yap-2.2.1 Yap-2.2.1 XSB XSB SICStus-3.8.2time permvars time permvars timepak1 0.01 2 0.57 2 0.12pak2 0.26 13 24.39 13 2.31pak4 * * 1641.9 83 60.25pak6 * * - - 597.44pak7 2.37 38 282.29 38 14.24pak8 * * - - 1194.6pak9 * * - - MTable 2Current Prolog systems and large disjuntionsAll these potential pitfalls related to the inlined ompilation of disjuntionhave at least one implementor made regret this hoie [10℄.3.2 Issues in ompiling a large disjuntionThe problems urrent ompilers have with large disjuntions, are mainly that(i) the omplexity of the overall ompilation is non-linear in the size of thedisjuntion(ii) large disjuntions ontain too many permanent variables. This is a prob-lem beause Prolog implementations typially have a �xed maximumnumber of permanent variables, beause it a�ets all kinds of designdeisions. Just think about get/put/unify instrutions that refer to per-manent variables by their number and whih have a �xed format for thatnumber (8/16 bits).Both problems will be addressed in setion 4. Here we give some empirialdata for our laims in the form of a table whih ontains for a number ofsystems, some ompilation harateristis for a set of paks taken from theMutagenesis data set [12,3℄.The measurements were performed on a Pentium II, 266MHz, 128Mb.Timings are in seonds. In the table, a * means that exeution was abortedbeause of a segmentation violation, M means that the proess got out ofmemory, and - means it took just too long to wait for. The times for Yap andSICStus inlude read, ompile and load. For XSB they inlude read, ompileand produe a �le with the abstrat mahine ode. The timings of XSB wereobtained by exeuting a slightly adapted XSB ompiler under ilProlog .This doesn't a�et the number of permvars. Using this XSB ompiler underilProlog is 2 to 4 times faster than using the original within the XSB-system.7



The table learly shows that ordinary ompiler tehnology is inadequatefor ompiling large disjuntions. In Setion 4.5, Table 3, we'll show the �guresfor the new ompiler.4 The new ompilerIt turns out that urrent ompilers do not ope adequately with suh largelauses with many disjuntions and many variables. A major issue is thetime-omplexity of the algorithm for lassifying the variables. In our ase it isessential that suh an algorithm is linear in the number of variables ourringin the system. Due to the huge amount of variables (quikly approahinghundred thousand variables, see Table 1) it is essential to determine the exatsope of the variables, so that the spae for the variables in the environmentan be redued as shown in Example 3.3. It is obvious that orretness of thegenerated WAM-ode should be preserved, in partiular speial are shouldbe taken for the initialisation problem as shown in Example 3.4. A newilProlog ompiler is being developed that takles the above problems, as isexplained in the next subsetions. This ompiler is derived from the ompilerused in [9℄.4.1 Classifying variables for disjuntions that do not meetIn the ontext of the ILP appliations, there de�nitely was a need for a betteralgorithm for lassi�ation of variables: variables are either permanent, tem-porary or void. Moreover, we an fous on lauses with disjuntions that donot meet, i.e. the nested disjuntions in a lause form a tree and no disjun-tion is followed by another all. The lassi�ation algorithm should reognisethat the same variables that our in di�erent branhes are atually di�er-ent variables. In addition, for register alloation and other optimisations, thenumber of ourrenes of variables should be ounted, not only for temporaryvariables, but also for permanent variables. The algorithm should be blaz-ingly fast, to be able to handle query paks with loads of variables and manybranhes.The ilProlog ompiler is urrently written in Prolog. Its lassi�ationalgorithm �rst gathers the relevant information and then the lassi�ation anbe done. The lassi�ation algorithm is based on some abstrat syntax of thelause, generated in some earlier phase of the ompiler: eah ourrene ofa variable is replaed by a term var(Orig, New) where Orig is the originalvariable in the lause and New is a fresh variable whih is di�erent for eahourrene of the variable in the original lause. During the lassi�ationalgorithm the Orig variable will be used to store temporary information. TheNew variable will ontain the �nal result, namely the type of the variable {void, temporary or permanent { and the number of ourrenes of the variable.8



As an example we will use:Example 4.1q:- a(X), (a(X, Y);a(X, Y, Y)).The outome of the algorithm should lassify X as a permanent variable. The�rst ourrene of Y as a void variable, the last two ourrenes of Y as atemporary variable.The input for the algorithm desribed here for example 4.1 is:Example 4.2q:- a(var(X, New1), (a(var(X, New2), var(Y, New3));a(var(X, New4), var(Y, New5), var(Y, New6))).The lassi�ation algorithm will parse the tree of disjuntions depth �rst,from left to right. During this traversal eah branh in a disjuntion gets aunique number. This number always grows during the parsing. Sine a branhin a disjuntion may ontain a disjuntion as well, we get a tree struture.Given the numbering sheme above eah ourrene of a variable in the lausewill have a branh number, namely the number of the urrent branh. We alsode�ne a root set, this is the set of all numbers on the branhes from the rootof the lause to the branh the variable ours in, thus inluding its branhnumber.For traking information on permanent and temporary variables the las-si�ation algorithm divides lauses into hunks whih are also numbered. Theidea is that variables ourring in only one hunk are not permanent. Whende�ning hunks, we make a distintion between Prolog builtins that are in-lined by the underlying Prolog system and builtins that are de�ned by Prologlauses. For hunks, the latter are onsidered as ordinary (Prolog) alls, andthe former are simply alled builtins. When sanning a lause from left toright, the �rst hunk is the part of the lause beginning with the head of thelause and ending with the �rst all in the body (if any). Note that there anbe inline builtins between the head and the �rst all. The next hunks areparts of the lause starting just after a previous hunk and ending with a all(if any).The hunks are also numbered depth �rst, from left to right in the tree ofdisjuntions. Atually one an use the hunk number of the �rst hunk of abranh as the branh number for that branh.During the parsing of the lause the variables Orig are instantiated toa list of terms of the format branh(Ourrenes, branhNr). The samevariable ourring in two di�erent branhes an be viewed as di�erent variableswhenever there is no ourrene of the same variable in a ommon branh onthe path from the root of the lause. For eah suh di�erent variable a termbranh(Ourrenes, branhNr) will be added to the list.On the �rst ourrene of a variable the Orig variable is instantiated as9



[branh(Ourrenes, BranhNr)℄ with BranhNr its branh number, andwe store the New variable in a data struture ontained in Ourrenes. Onsubsequent ourrenes of this variable we have to hek whether the BranhNris a member of the root set of that ourrene. If this is the ase we have founda next ourrene of the same variable and we add the New variable to the datastruture in the variable Ourrenes. In ase BranhNr is not a member ofthe root set we have found an ourrene of the variable whih is syntatiallyidential, but is atually another variable. In this ase we add a new termbranh(Ourrenes, BranhNr) to the list in variable Orig. Moreover,sine we are numbering depth �rst, from left to right we will never �nd an-other ourrene of a variable whih belongs to a term branh(Ourrenes,BranhNr) whih was is not the last reated one. Therefore we adapt thislist in variable Orig using destrutive assignment (setarg/3): we put the newterm in front of the list. Then we always have to add subsequent ourrenesof a variable in the �rst term of the list, or add a new term to the list.Inside the variable Ourrenes we have again a data struture to keepinformation neessary to make the di�erene between void, temporary anpermanent variables. This Ourrenes variable is again a list of termshunk(NewVars, ChunkNr). Whenever we �nd an ourrene of a variablewe hek if the number of the Chunk where the variable is found is equal tothe ChunkNr of the �rst term of the list Ourrenes. If this is the ase,we add the New variable to the list NewVars, again in front of the list usingsetarg/3. If this hunkNr is not equal, we reate a new term hunk(NewVars,ChunkNr), whih is put in front of the list Ourrenes again using setarg/3.Afterwards we an safely hek only the �rst element of the list Ourrenessine hunk numbers are inreasing.After parsing the �rst Branh of the ode of Example 4.1 we have thefollowing instantiation of variables:Example 4.3X = [branh([hunk([New2℄,2),hunk([New1℄,1)℄,1)℄,Y = [branh([hunk([New2℄,2)℄,2)℄The �nal instantiation if the variables after omplete parsing:Example 4.4X=[branh([hunk([New4℄,3),hunk([New2℄,2),hunk([New1℄,1)℄,1)℄,Y=[branh([hunk([New5,New6℄,3)℄,3),branh([hunk([New2℄,2)℄,2)℄Given the data strutures build during the traversal of the omplete lausewith its disjuntion tree, the next step is the atual lassi�ation of the vari-ables. The result of the traversal of the lause returns a list of the variablesin the lause. For eah of these variables we onsider the following ases:� If the variable has several branh/2 terms then eah of these terms orre-sponds to a di�erent variable. 10



� If a branh/2 term ontains only one ourrene of the variable, we lassifythe variable as void and New is instantiated to the term void.� If the list ontained in the �rst argument of the branh/2 term has onlyone element, then the variable ourred only within one hunk of the lauseimplying that it is a temporary variable. All New variables of all ourreneswithin Ourrenes of this branh/2 term are uni�ed and instantiated tothe term temp( , Count, ), with Count the number of ourrenes of thisvariable. The other two arguments will be used later in the ompiler, mainlyfor register alloation.� If the list ontained in the �rst argument of the branh/2 term has morethan one list, we have a permanent variable. Similarly, all New variables areuni�ed and instantiated to the term perm( , Count, ).To allow the garbage olletor to ollet the data strutures generatedduring the lassi�ation we overwrite the Orig variable with the atom [℄.The output of the algorithm for Example 4.1 is then:Example 4.5q:- a(var([℄,perm(1)),(a(var([℄,perm(1)),var([℄,void));a(var([℄,perm(1)),var([℄,temp(1)),var([℄,temp(1)))).This onludes the lassi�ation algorithm for variables for disjuntionsthat do not meet. Remains to say a word on time omplexity. All operationsdone at eah ourrene of a variable are onstant time exept one. Namelythe test whether the urrent root set ontains the branh number of the �rstourrene. The size of the root set is bounded by the depth of the tree ofthe disjuntive lause. Then if d is the depth of the tree, n the number ofourrenes of variables and m a measure for the size of the lause we havethat the time omplexity is of the order n*d + m. Sine d will always berather small ompared to n and m, the algorithm behaves almost linear.4.2 Classifying variables for disjuntions that meetThe algorithm desribed above does not work in ase the branhes in a dis-juntion meet again. The struture in terms of disjuntions is then no morea tree. Lukily the large lauses we had to deal with the disjuntive branhesdid not meet, but it would be nie to have an algorithm for general lausesthat behaves almost linear as well.4.2.1 MotivationAn example of a program problemati for the previous algorithm is:Example 4.6p:- (a(X); b(X)), (X). 11



The variable X would be regarded as two di�erent variables in the twobranhes of the disjuntion, but unfortunately the ourrene of X in the allto /1 makes them the same variable. This does not look too diÆult to �x.But image a situation like:Example 4.7p:- (a(X); (g, (b(X); (X)), (d(X);e(X)) ) ).For this program the analysis should deide that the variable X atuallyrepresents two variables. One variable that ours in the all to a/1, andall other ourrenes of X is the other variable. One of the diÆulties is toreognise at the time of seeing the term d(X) that the ourrene of X inb/1 and /1 are now the same variable. While the ourrene of X in a/1 isanother variable.4.2.2 The algorithmThe solution to the problem is to use a di�erent numbering sheme for thebranhes. Situations like in Example 4.7 an be overome by using branhnumbers in the disjuntions with alls to d/1 and e/1 whih are smaller thanthe branh numbers in the disjuntions with alls to b/1 and /1, but largerthan the number of the branh starting at the all to a/1. For this purpose weneed a numbering sheme in whih we an always �nd a number between twogiven numbers: Rational numbers would be perfet, but we have used reals!Then we have at eah point in the algorithm in addition to the number of theurrent branh a delta. All numbers in desendants of this branh should takenumbers between the urrent branh number and the urrent branh numberplus delta. Whenever we enounter a disjuntion that meets we use numberswithin that disjuntion between the urrent branh number plus delta/2 andthe urrent branh number plus delta. All branhes after the disjuntionwill get numbers between the urrent branh number and the urrent branhnumber plus delta/2. While in the previous algorithm branh numbers alwaysgrow during the algorithm, here these numbers an get smaller during theproess.Whenever we enounter an ourrene of a variable where the urrentbranh number is smaller that the branh number of the variable in the �rstterm in the Orig variable, we deteted a variable reated in a disjuntion thatappears in the ode after the branhes of the disjuntion have met. Possiblywe have to merge di�erent terms in the Orig, beause the algorithm deidedat an earlier stage that it has found di�erent variables. Not all of the terms inOrig variable will have to be merged, only the ones where its orrespondingbranh number is larger than the urrent.The problem that arises now is the new branh number that should gowith these merged branhes. In ase of Example 4.7 it should be the branhnumber of the branh starting at all g/0. Given the urrent representation12



this number is quite hard to �nd! Instead of keeping the branh number ofthe �rst ourrene of the variable we keep the omplete root set inludingthe branh number of the �rst ourrene of the variable. Then �nding thenew root set of branhes that must be merged is quite easy. We just haveto remove all branh numbers from the old root set that are larger than thebranh number of the new ourrene of the variable.Computing these branh numbers for Example 4.7 is quite tehnial but weworked it out for the tehnial readers among you. We annotated the lausewith the tuples b(BranhNr, Delta) at eah start of a branh:Example 4.8b(0,256) p:-(b(128,64) a(X); (b(192,64) g,(b(224,16) b(X); b(240,16) (X)),(b(208,8) d(X); b(216,8) e(X)) ) ).It is important to note that the branh numbers in the disjuntion ontain-ing d and e are smaller than those in the disjuntion ontaining b and , butlarger that the number of the branh startin at a. Meaning that X in a(X) isa di�erent variable.When working with this new numbering sheme, keeping root sets insteadof a branh number in eah term in list Orig and merging terms when detetingshrinking branh numbers we an solve the problem. The remainder of thealgorithm, parsing the lause and �nal lassi�ation, remains the same.With respet to time-omplexity this algorithm is not as good as the pre-vious one. Merging di�erent terms in the list Orig annot be done in onstanttime. Currently this is linear in the number of ourrenes of the variablesinvolved in the operation. Considering that this part of the ompiler is onlyused for hand-written ode, meaning relatively small lauses, we do not reallyare about this potential quadrati behaviour.4.3 Reusing slots for permanent variables in the environmentThe usual option for assigning slots in the environment is to assign a slotin the environment whenever a permanent variable is deteted. This an bedone during analysis of the variables and results in a one on one mappingbetween permanent variables and environment slots. For a disjuntive lauseone ould use the same slot for di�erent variables of whih the lifetimes do notoverlap. This an be seen in Example 3.3. For handwritten ode suh reusewill only result in minor advantage, but in our ase suh reuse is essentialsine the omputer-generated lauses we are dealing with will exeed 65536(216) permanent variables. When reusing slots in the environment, this aneasily be redued to less than 100 simultaneous permanent variables. Withoutompliated data strutures or another pass through the lause it is quitediÆult to assign slot numbers in the lassi�ation phase of the program.13



Therefore we hoose to assign slots to the permanent variables dynamiallyduring the generation of ode.In ase of disjuntive lauses where branhes never meet the sheme is quitesimple. During the generation of ode the ompiler remembers the next avail-able slot in the environment. Whenever the �rst ourrene of a permanentvariable is enountered this number is used and the next number to be usedis inremented by one. If the ompiler �nds a disjuntion, the next numberto be used an be the same for all branhes. Indeed when the �rst ourreneof a permanent variable is found within one branh, this permanent variablewill be surely dead whenever another branh in the disjuntion is exeutedand an be safely reused.In ase of disjuntions that do meet, we an never be sure that permanentvariables that ourred the �rst time in a branh will not be used in anotherbranh. An ourrene of this variable in the ode after the branhes havemet, ould link another branh. For this purpose we ount the ourrenesof all permanent variables in a branh. If this ount is not equal to the totalnumber of ourrenes { we ollet this information in the lassi�ation phase,then the slot alloated for this permanent variable annot be safely used byother branhes in the disjuntion. Still we use the same method as aboveand we start with the same slot in the environment to be used �rst for thedi�erent branhes of disjuntions. Next to that we have a list of forbiddenslots in the environment: The slots that were used for permanent variables inprevious branhes and not all ourrenes of that permanent variables wereseen in that branh.4.4 The initialisation problem for disjuntions that meetExatly those permanent variables from the previous setions where:� the �rst ourrene was seen by the ompiler in some branh of a disjuntion,and� not all of the ourrenes were seen by the ompiler in that very same branhause problems with initialisation. Sine not all ourrenes were seen in thesame branh of the disjuntion, there must be an ourrene in some odeafter the disjuntion, when the di�erent branhes of the disjuntion have met.Of ourse during exeution one never knows whih branh of the disjuntionhas been exeuted before the ode with these extra ourrenes. In theseextra ourrene one must assume that the variable is initialised, if the wrongbranh was taken it is not.For this reason we need some bookkeeping for all suh variables that:� our in a some branh of a disjuntion,� do appear in some ode after the disjuntion,14



XSB XSB SICStus ilProlog ilProlog ilPrologtime #perm time time new #perm lassi #permpak1 0.57 2 0.12 0.05 (0.05) 2 2pak2 24.39 13 2.31 0.66 (0.56) 7 13pak4 1641.9 83 60.25 10.62 (5.77) 9 83pak6 - - 597.44 117.21 (20.69) 11 257pak7 282.29 38 14.24 2.8 (1.84) 8 38pak8 - - 1194.6 234.25 (28.25) 11 365pak9 - - M 1445.47 (57.06) 14 822Table 3Our new ilProlog ompiler ompared to the XSB ompiler we used before� do not appear in the ode before the disjuntion,� and do not appear in another branh of the disjuntion.WAM ode should be generated to initialise this permanent variable in thisother branh where it does not appear. Of ourse at the end of the WAM-odefor this branh, when it is sure that the branh will not fail.4.5 EvaluationIn Table 3 we an see a omparison between the XSB ompiler [14℄ we usedbefore in our ilProlog system and our new ompiler. We inluded theSICStus [13℄ timings for omparison as well. For both systems reading thehighly disjuntive lause from �le, ompiling and write a �le with the WAMode.For the new ilProlog ompiler the time between brakets is the ompi-lation time only: the reader is responsible for the di�erene between the twonumbers. It is relevant for us to have this number, as eventually, the onne-tion between the new ompiler and the system will be without �les. And yes,we an improve the reader within the ilProlog system a lot!From the table we an see that the ompiler has a very reasonable be-haviour onerning exeution time. The main reason for this is the di�erenein time-omplexity for the lassi�ation of variables when disjuntions areinvolved.Another striking aspet is the number of slots needed in the environment.When using a lassi sheme the number of slots needed goes up very rapidly(last olumn). Note that theses are the same as in the XSB permvars olumn.When reusing slots this number of slots an be redued to a very small amount(olumn labeled new #permvars). Remark that many Prolog-systems get intotrouble when having more than 256 permanent variables. This would be the15



ase for pak number 6, 8 and 9.5 Preise reahability revisited for paksDuring garbage olletion of the heap pointers from within the environmentto the heap should be used in the marking phase. Unfortunately there ouldbe permanent variables within the environment that are already dead! Evenworse permanent variables that have not been initialised, ilProlog does notlean the environment on reation, ould ontain invalid information. For thispurpose we use the tehnique of \ative yvars" introdued in Setion 3.1. Aftereah all we have an extra opode whih has as a parameter all permanentvariables alive after the all. During garbage olletion the algorithm an�nd this information using the ontinuation pointer in the environments. Inthe ase of disjuntions we need also information on the permanent variablesalive at the time of reation of the hoiepoint. Thus a try me else instrutionneeds \ative yvars" as well. Moreover within normal disjuntion we animprove the preision of the garbage olletion by adding an \ative yvar" toretry me else instrutions as well, beause some permanent variables alive atin the �rst alternatives of the disjuntions ould be dead in later branhesof the disjuntions, as is the ase in the seond branh of Example 5.1 withvariable X.Example 5.1p:- p(X), (q(X); d; e).Unfortunately during exeution of paks the order of exeution of the di�erentbranhes is not known in advane, as disussed in Setion 2.Example 5.2p:- p(X), (q(X); r(X); s).for instane in Example 5.2 branh s ould be exeuted before branh r(X).This means we annot shrink the set of permanent variables, when we movefrom one branh to another in the disjuntion. So we have to stik to theset of permanent variables alive at the time of starting the disjuntion withpossible impreise garbage olletion.6 Inremental ompilation of query paksEven though the urrent query pak ompilation times are aeptable and salewell, it remains worthwhile looking at speeding up the ompilation proess.Apart from the obvious rewrite it in C, we want to explore the possibilityof inrementally ompiling query paks: During a partiular learning sessionusually a sequene of paks of queries needs to be evaluated, one at a time.The paks in this sequene are not independent. The n-th pak is basially16



the (n-1)-th pak from whih some branhes have been pruned and to whihthe remaining branhes are extended. E.g. pak 1 ould be 3 :a, (b, ( ; d) ; e, (f ; g) ; h)and pak 2 ould be:a, (b, d, (x ; y) ; e , f, (u ; v) ; h, (i ; j))The idea of inrementally ompiling the pak is to transform the ode forpak i into the ode for pak (i+1). We just point out some of the issues onehas to take are of:� One of the things that an happen by extending a branh, is that a lastourrene of a permanent variable, is no longer last: in ilProlog thisposes no partiular problem as variables are always initialised on the heap,so ilProlog doesn't have a PUT UNSAFE V ALUE instrution. If itwould have had one, then it would be a matter of being able to �nd outwhih PUT UNSAFE V ALUE instrution needs to be hanged into aPUT Y V AL.� In the indutive learning setting of Tilde, eah branh of the pak endswith a all to a prediate that reports whih branh sueeded. This allhas as argument an indiation of the branh whih might need to hangefor the new pak.� Cutting a branh away (from a ertain point) might delete a set of perma-nent variables from the pak: it would be best if the inremental ompilerknows about it so that these slots an be reused. While doing suh reuse, theidea is not to touh the assignments of surviving permanent variables. Thismeans that an inrementally ompiled pak ould potentially use more thanthe minimal environment. However, the alloation poliy of the ompilerdesribed earlier, is suh that slots of removed variables are either used byother variables (in parallel branhes) or these slots have a highest numberthat an be freed without extra ost of realloating other variables. Thisis true beause, within one branh, �rst ourrenes of permanent variablesare numbered sequentially. Then permanent variables initialised in deletedbranhes, must have the highest number.� Typially when a branh is extended, the extension will ontain variablesthat ourred already. This means that the lassi�ation of a variable mightneed to be hanged from void or temporary to permanent. It seems better toavoid suh hange of lassi�ation and let the pak ompiler lassify everyvariable as permanent, even if WAM would lassify it di�erently.� Reahability information about the permanent variables must also be adap-ted.3 we keep using the notation for disjuntion for onveniene17



In order to make this inremental ompilation easier, it is important thatthere is ooperation with the pak generation phase: urrently, the generationof the (extensions to a) pak is totally separated from the ompilation proessitself. However, the generation phase knows that it builds an extension withvariable that existed already, beause it makes suh deisions on the basis ofthe language bias. The idea is lear: the generation phase an onvey suhinformation to the ompiler, so that true inrementality an be ahieved.7 Conlusion and Future WorkThe speedups obtained by paks are impressive, and espeially their salability- now that we have the better ompiler - is most omforting. However, othertehniques must be inorporated in ilProlog to make other parts of thesystem sale well: support for very large datasets, fast swithing betweenexamples and better indexing than Prolog systems usually provide. Espeiallythe latter is of the kind that ould ounterat the speedups of paks. However,we antiipate that there will always be a net gain of paks.AknowledgementWe thank the people from the learning group, in partiular Hendrik Blokeeland Jan Ramon for teasing us with suh nie problems. The third author wasfor this researh partly funded by the projet FWO-Vl. G.0246.99 and partlyby the Esprit projet Aladin 28623.Referenes[1℄ H. A��t-Kai. Warren's Abstrat Mahine: A Tutorial Reonstrution. The MITPress, Cambridge, Massahusetts, 1991. See also:http://www.isg.sfu.a/~hak/douments/wam.html.[2℄ H. Blokeel and L. De Raedt. Top-down Indution of First Order LogialDeision Trees Journal of Arti�ial Intelligene, Vol. 101, 1-2, pp. 285-297, June1998.[3℄ H. Blokeel, L. Dehaspe, B. Demoen, G. Janssens, J. Ramon, andH. Vandeasteele. Exeuting Query Paks in ILP Aepted for the 10thInternational Conferene on Indutive Logi Programming (ILP 2000), July2000.[4℄ P. Branquart and J. Lewi. A sheme of storage alloation and garbage olletionfor ALGOL 68. Proeedings of the IFIP Working Conferene on ALGOL 68Implementation, July 1970. 18
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